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Abstract
Genre and domain are often used interchange-
ably, but are two different properties of a
text. Successful parser adaptation requires
both cross-domain and cross-genre sensitiv-
ity (Rehbein and Bildhauer, 2017). While
the impact domain differences have on parser
performance degradation is more easily mea-
surable in respect to lexical differences, im-
pact of genre differences can be more nu-
anced. With the predominance of pre-trained
language models (LMs; e.g. BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019)), there are now additional com-
plexities in developing cross-genre sensitive
models due to the infusion of linguistic char-
acteristics derived from, usually, a third genre.
We perform a systematic set of experiments us-
ing two neural constituency parsers to exam-
ine how different parsers behave in combina-
tion with different BERT models with vary-
ing source and target genres in English and
Swedish. We find that there is extensive
difficulty in predicting the best source due
to the complex interactions between genres,
parsers, and LMs. Additionally, the influence
of the data used to derive the underlying BERT
model heavily influences how best to create
more robust and effective cross-genre parsing
models.

1 Introduction

The performance degradation of models trained on
one data set when used on another has been well
established (Gildea, 2001; Petrov and Klein, 2007).
However, how we define the source of the prob-
lem (e.g. out-of-domain differences) is problematic.
Within domain adaption, even the term domain is
incredibly loosely defined (Ramponi and Plank,
2020). This has allowed conflating several differ-
ent properties of texts, as such properties can be
difficult to distinguish given some of their inherent
overlap. Relevant for this work is how we define
the distinction between genre and domain.

We use Falkenjack et al. (2016) as a template and
define genre dealing with more abstract and lin-
guistic characteristics used within a text (Biber and
Conrad, 2009). Domain, however, is more about
the topics and content words used. Much pars-
ing work has actively focused on handling domain
differences, such as reducing lexical gap issues
between target and source domains (e.g. Candito
et al. (2011)), while explicit handling of genre dif-
ferences is not as heavily researched, nor as well
understood.

While much parsing literature uses the terms in-
terchangeably (Rehbein and Bildhauer, 2017), they
are not, however, identical concepts. By doing so
we are are not effectively identifying which out-of-
domain differences should be contributed more to
out of genre or domain difference. For example,
Wikipedia articles are written in a style follow-
ing more of an encyclopedia. Pages on medicine
and languages may contain very different vocab-
ularies, but the linguistic characteristics are most
likely similar given the encyclopedic style of writ-
ing. However, responses in a forum on medical
advice may share a large amount of vocabulary
overlap with Wikipedia medical pages, but would
share considerably less linguistic structure given
the dialogue nature of a forum (e.g. more interrog-
ative sentences).

A treebank (in our case constituency treebanks)
often contains many noticeable domains, but it
is harder to gauge how many distinct genres are
present. Sometimes they are explicitly marked in
the annotation (Candito and Seddah, 2012; Telljo-
hann et al., 2015), while others explicitly separate
out the different genres out (McDonald et al., 2011;
Adesam et al., 2015). Yet a treebank is often times
a concatenation of various texts that may ultimately
represent slightly different linguistic characteristics
(even if annotated strictly on newspaper).

Domain differences often result in a high lexi-
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cal divergence. The best performing chart-based
grammar-based constituency parsers were predom-
inantly unelexicalized (Petrov and Klein, 2007),
which helped reduce issues with lexical differences.
However, current state-of-the-art neural span-based
chart-based parsers have substantially changed this
paradigm. With the use of lexical embeddings,
there is now a great deal of lexicalization within
the modeling architecture to an extent that was not
seen before, with some state-of-the-art parsers not
utilizing POS tags (Zhang et al., 2020). The use
of characters and subtoken information has been
shown to be beneficial in reducing lexical spar-
sity issues (Vania et al., 2018), which ultimately
reduces domain difference disparities. However,
what impact this degree of lexical contextualiza-
tion has on cross-genre parsing remains unclear.

Additionally, the use of language models (LMs),
such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), to derive con-
textualized embeddings presents yet another vari-
able in selecting the best source. Given that LMs
are derived on large, unannotated texts, they im-
plicitly capture various linguistic properties of the
these texts (Tenney et al., 2019a) which they they
infuse into the parser via contextualized embed-
dings. How embeddings derived from, often, a
single genre behave as a bridge between two, often,
other genres presents an interesting issue.

We are interested in examining the following in
cross-genre experiments:

1. What preferences do different parsing archi-
tectures exhibit?

2. What interactions do different BERT models
demonstrate?

3. What behaviors are exhibited across lan-
guages?

2 Related Work

Most parsing work1 in parser adaptation has been
more explicitly focused on issues of domain dif-
ferences. Early techniques focused on selecting
optimal source data to boost a target set (Plank
and van Noord, 2011; McDonald et al., 2011) or
parameter and model optimization to handle both
general and domain specific features (Daumé III,
2007; Kim et al., 2016). Both delexicalized (Rosa
and Žabokrtský, 2015) and lexicalized (Falenska

1In the related work section we use the terms used in the
original papers and not our definitions.

and Çetinoğlu, 2017) similarity metrics have shown
the ability to select optimal source data.

More recent work has been focused on creat-
ing domain specific embeddings. The use of do-
main embeddings in Chinese dependency parsing
by Li et al. (2019) built on the previous research
by Stymne et al. (2018). Both showed domain and
treebank specific embeddings respectively yielded
better performance over direct treebank concate-
nation, as this allows for the capturing of domain
specific and general features. Results were fur-
ther improved upon with adversarial methods and
BERT fine-tuning by Li et al. (2020).

Joshi et al. (2018) found that contextualized em-
beddings have substantially reduced the difficulty
in handling lexical gap issues between domains
when the target and source are syntactically sim-
ilar, but then employ additional strategies to han-
dle more syntactically dissimilar ones. Additional
work by Fried et al. (2019) showed that while pre-
trained LMs improved parser performance over
several English domains, the improvements for out-
of-domain results were not relatively larger. As
Rehbein and Bildhauer (2017) note, parser adapta-
tion requires both genre and domain adaption, but
that content features, such as topics, do not gener-
alize well for genre modeling, suggesting different
techniques are needed for cross-genre modeling.

While the incorporation of pre-trained LMs has
become standard in many NLP tasks, understand-
ing how different models interact with different
tasks is still an area of active research. Work by
Martin et al. (2020) on French shows that a smaller
French specific LM model derived from more di-
versified source data can compete with models sub-
stantially larger across a variety of downstream
NLP tasks. Specifically, tasks which showed more
divergence from Wikipedia benefited the most from
a mixed genre LM. The importance of source diver-
sification is also seen in LMs for Finnish (Virtanen
et al., 2019) and Chinese (Cui et al., 2020), each
of which contain more text sources than simply
Wikipedia. The impact of source diversification
can also be seen in domain specific LMs, such as
FinBERT (Liu et al., 2020), which was derived
from several types of financial sources, as different
financial texts are radically different stylistically.

One additional benefit by explicitly looking at
specific genres is it can help further our under-
standing of linguistic properties of different texts,
forcing us to re-evaluate earlier annotation schemes
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predominantly designed for an original treebank
genre (Rúnarsson and Sigursson, 2020).

3 Methodology

We perform a systematic set of experiments for
English and Swedish, using different neural con-
stituency parsing architectures in combination with
various BERT models to examine how this impacts
cross-genre parsing. English is widely used in
cross-domain and cross-genre research. Swedish,
however, is not as thoroughly examined, yet pos-
sess multiple genre treebanks as well as BERT mod-
els, making it suitable for our research interests.

3.1 Parsers

We use two different neural span-based chart-based
parsers, the Berkeley Neural Parser (Kitaev et al.,
2019) and the SuPar Neural CRF Parser (Zhang
et al., 2020).

Berkeley Neural Parser uses a self-encoder and
can incorporate BERT models to generate word rep-
resentations. It uses the last layer embedding of
the last subtoken to represent the word.2 It decou-
ples predicting the optimal representation of a span
(i.e. input sequence) from predicting the optimal
label, requiring only that the resultant output form
a valid tree. This not only removes the underlying
grammars found in traditional PCFG parsers, but
also direct correlations between a constituent and a
label (Fried et al., 2019). A CKY (Kasami, 1965;
Younger, 1967; Cocke and Schwartz, 1970) style
inference algorithm is used at test time. Addition-
ally, the parser allows the option of using POS tag
prediction to be used as an auxiliary loss task (we
use BNP and BNPno to represent with and without
the POS loss respectively in our experiments).

SuPar Neural CRF Parser (SuPar) is a two-
stage parser, that, similarly to the Berkeley parser,
produces a constituent and then a label. It uses
a Scalar mix (Peters et al., 2018; Tenney et al.,
2019a,b) of the last four layers for each subtoken
of a word. Additionally, it uses a BiLSTM encoder
to compute context aware representations by em-
ploying two different MLP layers indicating both
left and right word boundaries. Each candidate is
scored over the two representations using a biaffine
operation (Dozat and Manning, 2017), while the

2The authors note they found no difference between using
the last and first subtoken.

CKY algorithm is used when parsing to obtain the
best tree.

3.2 Treebanks
We choose to experiment on two languages that
contain treebanks representative of different gen-
res, the English Webocorpus Treebank (Petrov and
McDonlad, 2012) and the Koala Eukalyptus Cor-
pus (Adesam et al., 2015).

English Webcorpus Treebank (EWT) was in-
troduced in the 2012 shared task on Web Pars-
ing and consists of five subareas: Yahoo answers,
emails, Newsgroup texts, product reviews, and We-
blog entries. The treebank follows an English Penn
Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) style annotation
scheme with some additional POS tags to account
for specific annotation needs, resulting in 50 POS
tags and 28 phrase heads. We removed unary nodes,
traces, and function labels during preprocessing.

Swedish Eukalyptus Treebank (SET) consists
of: blog entries from the SIC corpus (Östling,
2013), parts of Swedish Europarl (Koehn, 2005),
chapters from books, public information gathered
from government and health information sites, and
Wikipedia articles, and contains only 13 POS tags
and 10 phrases heads. The treebank’s annotation
scheme is derived from the TiGer Treebank of Ger-
man (Brants et al., 2004). Notably this includes
discontinuous constituents, resulting in the need to
uncross the branches of the extracted treebank. We
follow the procedure used for TiGer, namely the
transformation process proposed by Boyd (2007)
using treetools,3 and additionally remove all func-
tion labels.

Data Splits The EWT is traditionally used as
dev and test sets for examining the out-of-domain
adaptability of models developed on the English
PTB (Petrov and McDonlad, 2012), and we are
not aware of any standard splits for the EWT nor
of standard splits for the SET. For this reason
we chose to split each genre within the treebanks
into approximately sequential 80/10/10 splits, with
selected treebank statistics presented in Table 1.
For cross-genre experiments, EWT and SET sub-
genres are concatenated respectively.

3.3 BERT Embeddings
We use four different embeddings in our exper-
iments: both bert-base-multilingual-cased and

3https://github.com/wmaier/treetools

https://github.com/wmaier/treetools
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Treebank Genre Train Sent. Tok Tok. Typ. Tok. Rat. POS Trigram Rat. Dev Sent.
EWT Answers 2790 42428 6344 .1495 .1367 349

Enail 3919 45488 7056 .1551 .1103 490
Newsgroup 1909 33764 6769 .2005 .1498 238

Reviews 3049 44414 6362 .1432 .1156 381
Weblog 1623 35864 6420 .1790 .1414 203

SET Blog 1050 15050 3659 .2431 .0713 100
Europarl 640 14580 3074 .2108 .0565 79
Public 900 16540 4540 .2745 .0589 89
Novels 950 16188 4114 .2552 .0594 120
Wiki 900 16031 4788 .2937 .0364 100

Table 1: Treebank statistics for EWT and SET genres with number of train sentences along with total tokens, token
type ratios, and unique POS trigram ratios for training sets, as well as number of dev sentences

Treebank Answers Email Newsgroup Reviews Weblog
EWT Answers 0 .2679 .2622 .2063 .3180

Email .3689 0 .3099 .4755 .4721
Newsgroup .4157 .3845 0 .4881 .2539

Reviews .2279 .3870 .3613 0 .4082
Weblog .4125 .4523 .1945 .4738 0

Blog Europarl Public Novels Wiki
SET Blog 0 .4108 .5060 .2374 .4633

Europarl .4660 0 .2074 .2165 .2526
Public .4816 .2443 0 .2665 .1494
Novels .1991 .2388 .2705 0 .2596
Wiki .4197 .3382 .1622 .2720 0

Answers Email Newsgroup Reviews Weblog
0 .3900 .3539 .2987 .4416

.4820 0 .4044 .6236 .6194

.4038 .4215 0 .4851 .3213

.2978 .4926 .4390 0 .5465

.4860 .5767 .3201 .5475 0
Blog Europarl Public Novels Wiki

0 .4942 .4942 .4034 .5134
.5109 0 .3983 .4965 .5572
.4413 .3930 0 .4217 .3983
.3783 .5003 .4469 0 .4342
.4257 .5004 .4179 .4637 0

Table 2: KL Divergence for POS trigrams (left) and BERTbc and kbBERT Subtokens (right)

bert-base-cased (Devlin et al., 2019), bert-large-
swedish-uncased,4 and bert-base-swedish-cased
(Malmsten et al., 2020).5 All of these have an
unknown number of domains present within each
model.

bert-base-multilingual-cased (mBERT) was
trained on 104 languages of Wikipedia with
oversampling of low resource languages and under
sampling of high resource languages.

bert-base-cased (BERTbc) was trained on a mix-
ture of English Wikipedia (2,500M words) and
BookCorpus (800M words; Zhu et al., 2015) with
the BookCorpus containing sixteen identified book
genres.6

bert-large-swedish-uncase (swBERT) was
trained on Swedish Wikipedia (300M words).

bert-base-swedish-cased (kbBERT) was
trained using newspapers (2,977 M words),
government publications (117M words), legally
available e-deposits (62M words),7 internet forums

4https://github.com/af-ai-center/
SweBERT

5https://github.com/Kungbib/
swedish-bert-models

6We do not consider this to mean there are 16 distinct
genres as we define the term, rather to note the more diversified
domains, though author style would naturally influence any
learned representations.

7Including governmental releases, books, and magazines.

(31M words), and Swedish Wikipedia (29M
words).

4 Delexicalized and Subtoken Divergence

As noted in section 2, delexicalized comparisons
of treebanks have been used to identify treebank
similarity for source selection. An established
delexicalized method is KL divergence (Kullback
and Leibler, 1951) of POS trigrams (Rosa and
Žabokrtský, 2015). In Table 2 we present results
for KL divergence for POS trigrams with the clos-
est similar genre in bold.8

Given that BERT works on a subtoken level, we
additionally present the KL divergence for BERT
subword tokens between genres. Each genre was
tokenized using the specified BERT tokeinzer and
counts were collected on subtokens. Identifying
BERT subword tokens similarities provides in-
sights into (sub)lexical level similarity, as well as
how delexicalized and subword pattern with each
other.9

The row (y-axis) is the target genre, and the
columns (x-axis) are the source (e.g. in Table 2
.4660 is Europarl target Blog source).10 We see

8We follow Rosa and Žabokrtský (2015) and default the
target genre to 1 in KL calculations.

9We note however that the two parsers do not necessarily
use all the subtokens when generating embeddings.

10All future heat maps and tables have the same set-up.

https://github.com/af-ai-center/SweBERT
https://github.com/af-ai-center/SweBERT
https://github.com/Kungbib/swedish-bert-models
https://github.com/Kungbib/swedish-bert-models
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Figure 1: Heat maps for EWT with mBERT on Dev Set

Figure 2: Heat maps for EWT with BERTbc on Dev Set

that the patterns are rather similar, with simply the
degree of divergence being larger between POS
trigrams and sublexical tokens. The lone exception
is that on the POS level, Wiki is a better source for
Public while on the subtoken level, Europarl is. We
can also see that a high subword dissimilarity does
not necessarily predict a proportionally high POS
dissimilarity.

5 Results

5.1 EWT mBERT
Fig. 1 shows heat maps representing transfer F-
scores on the dev sets for different target and source
genres. Note that the diagonals are NA values,
not the minimum per axis given that the diagonal
represents when the target and source are the same
genre. We also present a setting All11 in which all
the genres are combined in the train and indicate
the absolute F-score increase over the baseline, as
well as Gap which indicates the absolute increase
the All setting shows compared to the best source
experiment.

We see that EWT using mBert does not correlate
well with the KL divergences in Table 2. There
is seemingly a preference for either Answers or
Reviews as the best source genre across experi-
ments. Furthermore, no single parsing architecture

11Tables containing full results are found in Appendix A.

can claim to be superior, as the best individual
settings are quite varied across the parsers. The
All setting results in the best over all performance,
a trend that will continue through all results, but
this is unsurprising given it has more training data
across all cross-genre experiments. The individual
Gap improvements show a large range of improve-
ments, but also a lack of noted consistency about
how much improvement the All setting has over
the best source for each genre.

5.2 EWT BERTbc

We see noticeable improvements for all experi-
ments when using an English specific BERT model
(see Fig. 2), which is expected. However, improve-
ments for individual settings vary greatly. In some
cases, the improvements are greater than 2% abso-
lute, while in others they are as small as .05%.

We also see a more noticeable trend to SuPar
performing slightly better than BNP and BNPno in
many experiments overall, particularly in the All
setting, and shows consistent higher Gap increases.
However, we see continued individual architectural
strengths and consistency, such as that BNPno still
shows strength on parsing Weblog, similar to that
in Fig. 1, and BNP actually shows identical best
source genres as those for mBERT.

We do, however, see more variation in source
preferences for the other two architectures. For
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Figure 3: Heat maps for SET with mBERT on Dev Set

Figure 4: Heat maps for SET with swBERT on Dev Set

BNPno, Answers is no longer dominant and instead
we see a great deal of variation, while for SuPar,
we see a shift towards Weblog. This is particularly
interesting given that Weblog is often the most
dissimilar source in regards to KL.

Another interesting observation is that for both
BNPno and BNP, Reviews is clearly not benefiting
in the All setting as the other genres are. In fact,
for BNP, we see it is is actually worse than the best
source experiment.

5.3 SET mBERT

In Fig. 3 we see results using multilingual BERT
on Swedish.12 An initial observation is that SuPar
performs, overall, better than both BNPno and BNP,
particularly in the All setting, though there may be
individual settings in which a Berkeley parser setup
performs better.

In terms of individual source experiments, we
see a great deal of variation intra and inter parser.
While Novels is the best source for Public across
three experimental setings, for all other genres, at
least one of the best sources is different for that
specific genre across the parsers.

For BNPno we see that Wiki is the best source
for Blog, even though it is furthest in subtoken
similarity, and the second furthest in POS simi-

12Tables containing full results are found in Appendix B.

larity. Yet when using Wiki as a source, BNPno
outperforms its BNP counterpart in every single
experiment, often substantially, except in the All
setting.

Europarl is seemingly a case where POS and
subtoken divergences align with parser architec-
tures in regards to lexicalization. For the BNP, Nov-
els is preferred, which is just behind Public in POS
divergence but substantially behind in subtoken di-
vergence. However, both BNPno and SuPar prefer
Public, which is by far the closest at the subtoken
level, and actually perform relatively poorly using
the other genres as sources.

5.4 SET swBERT

Generally, we see a decrease in performance for
swBERT (Fig. 4) compared to mBERT. However,
the drop is perhaps not as significant in many cases
as expected, especially given the size difference of
the LMs. Also remembering that swBERT is un-
cased, and many cased models work better, we are
unsure how much this contributes to performance
degradation. However, there are still several set-
tings in which swBERT out performs mBERT. BNP
also shows more volatility compared to BNPno, but
we still see the trend that in the All setting, it still
performs better. One interesting observation is the
lack of variation in the results in the BNPno ex-
periments using any different source for Wiki data.
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Figure 5: Heat maps for SET with kbBERT on Dev Set

Additionally, in three experiments Wiki is the best
source for BNP, yet none of these sources were
the best using mBERT. However, these three ex-
periments substantially out perform their BNPno
counterparts. The behavior of Blog is not intuitive,
as it actually now benefits the most from one of the
least similar sources in Public.

SuPar stays relatively consistent, with the only
change that the best source for Novels switched
from Public to Blog. However, this is actually a
change to the most similar source genre, something
that mBERT dispreferred.

5.5 SET kbBERT

All results for kbBERT (Fig. 5) are substantially
better than both mBERT and swBERT. SuPar again
shows less volatility, with Public returning as the
best source for Novels, and now Wiki being the
best source of Europarl.

Wiki is the best source for Blog, but we must
note that for both BNPno and BNP, it is barely bet-
ter than Novels, while for SuPar it is substantially
better. For BNPno, we see the best performing
sources are slightly different than with mBERT as
now Euorparl prefers Novels and Novels prefers
Public instead of Blog. For BNP, Wiki benefits
the most from Blog, even though it is the most
dissimilar in regards to POS divergence. Another
important observation however, is that the slight
performance advantage SuPar had using mBERT
and swBERT over the Berkeley parsers has been
somewhat reduced, and in many settings a Berkeley
parser out performs SuPar again.

6 Discussion

The different parsing architectures interact differ-
ently with the underlying latent properties of the
embeddings in their parsing decisions. SuPar, how-
ever, does seem to show the most consistent stable

performance across all experiments, and in a ma-
jority of cases, is the best performing model.

Whether POS information is needed in neural
constituency parsing is seemingly a complicated
picture in terms of performance, though it has been
shown to benefit certain neural dependency parsing
architectures (Zhou et al., 2020). However, we can
see the impact the inclusion of the POS loss has in
terms of parser source preferences, as seldom were
the behaviors of BNPno and BNP similar. This
is to be expected, as the source of the underlying
LM may have implicitly different POS distributions
than either the target or source genre, and a POS
loss is most likely sensitive to these differences.

BNP showed much more stable source prefer-
ences across genres and experiments, indicating
how the POS task is seemingly is able to miti-
gate, to some degree, the influence of the LM,
though whether this is positive or negative is un-
clear. This may indicate that embeddings derived
from more mono-genre texts interact in a more con-
sistent way when using POS information, stablizing
source preferences. This is seen in both English
and Swedish experiments to a degree. However,
once the LM has more genre representations, this
stabilizing factor no longer holds as the inherent
POS distributions are most likely far more varied,
as seen with kbBERT.

We can also see how other architectural choices
besides the inclusion of POS information are im-
portant, as otherwise we would expect BNPno and
SuPar to behave similarly, which they do not. A
clear distinction is how the two parsers incorporate
BERT embeddings. The choice of Scalar mixing
(Liu et al., 2020; de Vries et al., 2020), embed-
ding averages (He and Choi, 2020), and different
subtoken selection (Hettiarachchi and Ranasinghe,
2020) have all shown to impact performance on
NLP tasks. Another factor may be the additional
word boundaries MLP layers created in SuPar’s
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architecture, providing more context for an indi-
vidual parsing decision, making it more robust to
slight variations in syntactic distributions.

The influence of the LM’s genre is perhaps most
seen in the Swedish Wikipedia genre experiments
with swBERT and BNP seen in Fig. 4. All the
sources produce in similar results when Wikipedia
is the target. It may simply be that when the target
genre is too similar to the genre of the LM, the
impact of similar sizes of different source genres is
minimized, as there now exist too much latent and
explicit Wikipedia data. However, in the All set-
ting, we see a substantial increase where now there
is not only more data, but more diversity to coun-
terbalance the Wikipedia derived LM. Additionally
we see that Wikipedia is the preferred source for
all genres outside of Blog for BNP, and results
are substantially better than their BNPno counter-
parts. However, this does not hold across parsers,
given that SuPar shows completely different behav-
iors for swBERT than the Berkeley experiments.
This further emphasizes the difficulty of transfer-
ring knowledge of one parser’s source preference
behaviors to another.

For both languages there can be substantial devi-
ation of the best performing source genre from the
closest source genre on both a delexicalized and
subtoken level. Overall gains specific sources show
for an individual target source can also be incred-
ibly inconsistent across experiments. Why this is,
is further complicated by the source genres inter-
action with the LM. An English only BERT model
yielded some improvements while a Swedish only
model showed varying results depending upon
the LM. This can be due to several factors. The
most obvious one is due to the size of the LM,
as swBERT is substantially smaller, yet it still
yields results close to the much larger mBERT for
Swedish. However, kbBERT is approximately the
same size as BERTbc, and produces much larger ab-
solute gains than BERTbc did for English, provid-
ing counter evidence that size is not the only factor.
The difficulty in identifying the reasons is due to
many interacting aspects such as higher baselines
for English, treebank sizes, and annotation scheme
complexity. However, kbBERT was derived from a
far more diverse set of genres, many of which over-
lap with the SET, compared to BERTbc, which was
derived from mostly two distinct genres, neither of
which overlap with the EWT substantially.

Importantly, we also see the impact a LM model

has on closing performance gaps between parsing
architectures, as kbBERT results for the Berke-
ley parsers are overall more on par with SuPar.
This demonstrates how interactions between three
distinct genres makes optimal source selection
far more difficult when using LMs and different
parsers than established delexicalized approaches.

7 Conclusion

We have performed a set of detailed experi-
ments that explored the interaction between gen-
res, parsers, and BERT models. We have shown
that the LM plays the pivotal role in successful
genre-sensitive parsing within our chosen parsing
architectures. In addition, we have also shown that
different architectures often behave dissimilarly,
making determining best sources for a specific tar-
get reliant on better understanding the underlying
architectures, and not transferring direct behavior
of one parser to another.

Treebanks are rather static, particularly con-
stituency treebanks. While we have often seen in-
cremental performance gains with every new parser,
how successful we are at cross-genre parsing will,
for the time being, be more related to our exploita-
tion of various other sources and methods. LMs,
for example, can be trained on vast amounts of
unannotated data, allowing for the the LM to be-
come far more sensitive to genre differences than
any small treebank, especially as we have control
over the creation of an LM, and less so than with a
treebank.

Perhaps the most practical way to currently cre-
ate genre-sensitive parsing models is to better mix
distinct genres within the data used to derive the
LM. The LM itself does not even have to be overtly
large, rather even small mixtures of other genres
and domains provides noticeable benefits (Martin
et al., 2020). Future research will look to create
multilingual cross-genre models that work across
treebanks and genres.
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A Full English Results for Parsers and BERT Models

Parser Baseline Answers Email Newsgroup Reviews Weblog All Gap
BNPno Answers 88.72 NA 89.51 89.38 89.57 89.67 90.66 (+1.94) +.99

Email 89.29 90.62 NA 89.92 90.03 89.93 91.16 (+1.87) +.54
Newsgroup 87.61 88.67 88.34 NA 86.90 87.82 89.05 (+1.44) +.38

Reviews 88.68 89.52 89.22 89.46 NA 89.15 90.52 (+1.84) +1.00
Weblog 91.13 92.75 92.83 92.55 92.61 NA 93.75 (+2.62) +.92

BNP Answers 89.01 NA 89.63 89.43 89.81 89.37 90.66 (+1.65) +.85
Email 89.03 89.86 NA 89.94 90.44 89.35 91.21 (+2.18) +.77

Newsgroup 86.50 87.46 86.75 NA 86.75 87.54 88.20 (+1.70) +.74
Reviews 88.94 89.84 89.65 89.62 NA 89.60 90.20 (+1.26) +.36
Weblog 90.66 92.22 92.18 92.16 92.47 NA 93.53 (+2.87) +1.06

SuPar Answers 88.10 NA 89.16 89.23 89.69 89.44 90.54 (+2.44) +.85
Email 89.06 90.62 NA 90.27 89.98 90.09 91.34 (+2.28) +.72

Newsgroup 86.68 88.13 88.00 NA 87.47 87.78 89.42 (+2.74) +1.29
Reviews 88.06 89.35 89.19 89.08 NA 89.57 90.39 (+2.33) +.82
Weblog 90.58 91.95 91.94 92.41 92.05 NA 93.56 (+2.98) +1.15

Table 3: Full EWT Results with mBERT on Dev Set

Parser Baseline Answers Email Newsgroup Reviews Weblog All Gap
BNPno Answers 89.68 NA 90.45 90.51 90.58 90.41 91.48 (+1.80) +.90

Email 88.75 90.67 NA 90.13 90.31 90.56 91.35 (+2.60) +.68
Newsgroup 87.96 89.07 88.25 NA 88.95 89.51 90.29 (+2.33) +.78

Reviews 89.70 90.53 90.65 90.34 NA 90.06 90.76 (+1.06) +.11
Weblog 91.48 93.14 92.87 93.28 93.39 NA 95.01 (+3.53) +1.62

BNP Answers 89.60 NA 90.87 90.45 90.93 90.29 91.63 (+2.03) +.70
Email 89.28 90.10 NA 90.41 90.58 89.93 91.58 (+2.30) +1.00

Newsgroup 87.74 89.01 88.47 NA 88.69 88.73 89.85 (+2.11) +.84
Reviews 89.88 90.83 90.27 90.25 NA 90.02 90.69 (+.81) -.14
Weblog 91.28 93.23 93.17 92.69 93.32 NA 94.29 (+3.01) +.97

SuPar Answers 89.95 NA 90.98 90.90 90.93 91.10 92.19 (+2.24) +1.09
Email 90.14 91.38 NA 91.20 91.06 91.23 92.51 (+2.37) +1.13

Newsgroup 88.57 88.90 88.97 NA 89.55 89.89 90.91 (+2.34) +1.02
Reviews 89.28 90.17 90.39 89.76 NA 90.69 91.73 (+2.45) +1.04
Weblog 91.82 92.79 92.87 93.17 92.67 NA 94.31 (+2.49) +1.14

Table 4: Full EWT Results with BERTbc on Dev Set
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B Full Swedish Results for Parsers and BERT Models

Parser Baseline Blog Europarl Public Novels Wiki All Gap
BNPno Blog 75.99 NA 76.65 77.09 78.01 78.14 79.22 (+3.23) +1.08

Europarl 80.91 82.60 NA 82.97 82.44 81.98 83.97 (+3.06) +1.00
Public 83.11 84.55 83.33 NA 85.81 84.34 85.34 (+2.23) -.47
Novels 85.14 88.04 87.03 87.67 NA 87.33 89.75 (+4.61) +1.71
Wiki 82.10 83.75 84.35 84.74 84.89 NA 84.68 (+2.58) -.21

BNP Blog 75.87 NA 77.45 77.86 78.80 78.18 79.57 (+3.70) +.77
Europarl 80.71 82.22 NA 83.20 83.55 83.06 84.41 (+3.70) +.86
Public 83.25 83.99 82.94 NA 86.51 84.77 86.72 (+3.47) +.21
Novels 84.94 88.91 86.99 86.81 NA 87.38 89.59 (+4.65) +.68
Wiki 81.84 83.56 83.42 83.88 83.56 NA 85.03 (+3.19) +1.15

SuPar Blog 74.40 NA 77.55 76.90 77.77 79.18 80.13 (+5.73) +.95
Europarl 82.52 82.60 NA 84.36 83.03 82.81 85.01 (+2.49) +.65
Public 84.95 85.98 85.06 NA 86.88 86.43 87.99 (+3.04) +1.11
Novels 86.54 88.58 88.67 89.30 NA 88.12 90.80 (+4.51) +1.50
Wiki 83.13 84.61 83.72 85.57 84.48 NA 86.12 (+2.99) +.55

Table 5: Full SET Results with mBERT on Dev Set

Parser Baseline Blog Europarl Public Novels Wiki All Gap
BNPno Blog 71.81 NA 73.82 75.93 74.62 76.07 77.87 (+6.06) +1.80

Europarl 78.21 78.73 NA 79.43 80.78 79.89 82.12 (+3.91) +1.34
Public 83.60 84.16 83.53 NA 81.99 83.09 86.30 (+2.70) +2.14
Novels 81.71 85.13 83.34 84.80 NA 85.08 87.86 (+6.15) +2.73
Wiki 78.52 80.32 80.47 80.40 80.46 NA 82.97 (+4.45) +2.50

BNP Blog 72.37 NA 74.69 76.55 76.19 75.79 79.12 (+6.75) +3.46
Europarl 78.56 80.70 NA 80.97 80.66 81.85 83.01 (+4.45) +1.22
Public 82.66 83.75 83.90 NA 83.34 84.51 86.98 (+4.32) +2.47
Novels 82.70 85.69 84.96 86.14 NA 86.33 88.44 (+5.74) +2.11
Wiki 78.45 80.04 79.92 82.13 81.26 NA 83.13 (+4.68) +1.00

SuPar Blog 73.11 NA 74.85 74.41 73.72 75.86 80.21 (+7.10) +4.35
Europarl 80.86 81.89 NA 83.35 81.95 82.20 84.32 (+3.46) +.97
Public 83.30 84.54 83.22 NA 85.06 84.41 86.50 (+3.20) +1.44
Novels 83.82 86.22 85.57 85.97 NA 85.50 89.04 (+5.22) +2.82
Wiki 80.31 82.18 82.18 83.48 81.77 NA 85.21 (+4.90) +1.73

Table 6: Full SET Results with swBERT on Dev Set

Parser Baseline Blog Europarl Public Novels Wiki All Gap
BNPno Blog 79.37 NA 81.67 81.70 82.63 82.68 84.25 (+4.88) +1.57

Europarl 84.38 86.60 NA 86.82 87.34 86.63 86.96 (+2.58) +.14
Public 89.03 89.66 89.85 NA 90.47 90.26 90.93 (+1.90) +.46
Novels 87.29 91.00 89.03 91.39 NA 90.53 92.74 (+5.45) +1.35
Wiki 84.21 86.23 86.66 86.41 87.05 NA 87.77 (+3.56) +.72

BNP Blog 78.63 NA 81.18 81.74 82.44 82.48 83.95 (+5.32) +1.47
Europarl 84.63 86.33 NA 87.00 86.42 86.36 87.75 (+3.12) +.75
Public 88.90 89.77 89.50 NA 89.86 89.00 91.35 (+2,45) +1.49
Novels 88.38 91.78 89.88 91.26 NA 91.39 92.41 (+4.03) +.63
Wiki 85.47 86.94 86.61 86.43 86.50 NA 87.61 (+2.14) +.67

SuPar Blog 79.36 NA 81.79 81.76 82.64 83.28 84.45 (+5.09) +1.17
Europarl 84.92 85.90 NA 86.54 86.54 86.74 88.18 (+3.26) +1.44
Public 87.53 88.46 88.34 NA 90.00 89.32 90.74 (+3.21) +.74
Novels 88.64 90.65 89.65 91.67 NA 90.93 93.04 (+4.40) +1.37
Wiki 85.96 87.70 86.88 87.93 87.37 NA 89.26 (+3.30) +1.33

Table 7: Full SET Results with kbBERT on Dev Set


